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West Island Woodlands Community Advisory Group

May 17th, 2001
Regional District boardroom, Port Alberni

Present:
Advisory Group Members:

*
*

Carlson, Harald
Avis, Rick (alt)

Forest Recreation
*

McKay, Pat                           Independent Sawmills
McKay, Mike (alt)

McKay, Jack                           Logging Contractors

* Edgell, Phil Watershed Committee * Powell, Dan                        Provincial Government

R Flynn, Shawn Small Woodlots * Creighton, Jim                 Small Business/Chamber

* Johnsen, Gary Toquaht Leachman, Greg                         Labour (Alternate)

* Swann, Gary                         Regional Government

* Jones, Neil Education * Wall, Chris                        Environment (alt)
Thornburg, Jack                 Environment

* Lem, Tawney Hupacasth

Levis, Jim Bamfield

* Redhead, Bob
McIntosh, John

Parks Canada (alt.)
Parks Canada

Trumper, Gillian                           City Government

Tourism Watts, David                                               Tseshaht

Resource/Other:
Dennis Fitzgerald – Weyerhaeuser Michelle Colussi - Facilitator
Steve Chambers – Weyerhaeuser Ryan Dvorak – Recording Secretary
Neil Malbon – Weyerhaeuser Deirdre Bruce – Forestry Centre Staff
Michelle DeBelfrie – Weyerhaeuser (Guest Speaker)
Gregor MacIntosh – Auditor (QMI Inc.) Spiros Papasergio – Auditor (QMI Inc.)

1. Welcome and Introductions
Michelle Colussi facilitated this meeting. Welcome to Deirdre Bruce, a student working for the
summer at the Forest Discovery Centre. A question was raised. If you could wave a magic wand
and change any one of Weyerhaeusers’ Forest Management Practices, what would you change.
And the results are in:
Ecoforestry around McLean’s Mill Riparian Set-Backs
Management driven initiatives Riparian Set-Backs relating to Connectivity
Stream Management Recreational Developement
Staff Development Management Plans Watershed by Watershed
Continued Road Maintenance Look at other Industries to address safety issues
Public Littering/Dumping Road Access × 3
Long-Term road Maintenance Protection of Trails
Reduce Equipment Size Play a stronger role in the Educational System
Split West Island Timberlands into Smaller Divisions

2. Approve Agenda
The following additions to the agenda where made under Old Business
! Report from Neil Malbon regarding the Media woods tour
! Status of binders for new members
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! Report from Neil Malbon on the Status of the website
! Membership discussion
The following additions to the agenda where made under New Business
! A report from Michelle DuBelfrie regarding the FPC Audit
! Where to go with the Action Plan and Priorities
! The next step(s) in dealing with the AAC
! Presentation from Rick Avis regarding the meeting of the Rec. sector dated Feb. 27th/01
! Gregor MacIntosh will speak on the current QMI Audit
! Dennis will present on the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Standards

3. Approve Minutes of March 8/01
The minutes of the March 8/01 Meeting of the West Island Woodlands Advisory Group where
approved.

4.  Media Woods Tour
! Neil Malbons’ report on the status of the media woods tour indicated that this

will take place May 29th , 9:00am – 2:00pm. Grahame Morrow, Neil Malbon
and Michelle Colussi will attend. The tour will consist of a walk through a
Variable Retention block.

! Michelle Colussi will draw the connection with certification, and speak about
the SFM plan

!  The tour will start at the Forestry Visitor Centre at 9:00am, Weyerhaeuser
will provide transportation and lunch. Any interested members are asked to
RSVP to Neil Malbon at the Forestry Visitors Centre at 720-2108.

Website
! Further from Neil Malbon, the website is up and has been running for

approximately 1.5 months.
! Michelle will connect Grahame Morrow with the website during the Woods

tour
! Suggestions and Impressions from the group included:

! Steve Chambers indicated that the website was very useful for accessing
information with the Auditors

! It was indicated that the site is linked with other Advisory Groups sites
! A suggestion was that a message board be set up on the site to facilitate

communication and discussion with other groups
! Neil Malbon indicated that a super website was in development that would

allow for just that

5.   Membership
! Michelle suggested that the group look at the current membership and ensure

that there are no major sectors missing
! Those sectors not currently participating include:

! Tourism, Uchucklesaht, Huuah-aht, Ditidat, Ucluelet, 2 Cowichan Bands
! It was indicated that some members thought that the Tourism sector is

important to have involved
! It was noted that the bands have declined to participate at this time
! Some ideas from the group which may address the issue included:

! Brooke George, Fishing Charter Operations, Bob Cole, Murphy, Deluca
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! Michelle will talk to possible tourism representatives with suggestions

6.   Quorum
! The issue of what constituted a quorum was raised
! It was assumed to be 50% of membership
! A question was raised as to what constituted membership
! It was indicated that filled seats are considered members, while vacant seats

not considered members
! It was suggested that there should be a minimum # of members set for a

quorum
! Michelle suggested a minimum of 8 members or 50%
! Dennis suggested that it is a question of balance, and that there should be a

diversity of input
! It was suggested that 50% + 1 with a minimum of 8, further that First Nations,

Small Business and the environment sectors be present
! In response it was indicated that key issues are given plenty of notice for those

interested to attend
! It was further noticed that group trust is important in ensuring other groups are

involved
! A resolution was offered that a quorum will consist of a minimum of

nine(9) members, and that efforts will be made to involve a good cross
section of sectors

! There were no objections from the group

7.   Michelle DuBelfrie’s presentation on  the Forest Practices Board, the Audit
process, the results from the Audit of TFL 44 and the remedies arising from the
Audit.

A) Forest Practices Board
! Came into effect with the Forest Practices Code in 1995
! The board is an independent body which reports to Cabinet
! The board examines the appropriateness of Ministry of Forests practices, and

undertakes investigations on Forest Practices. The Board has the power to
make recommendations.

Who are they?
! 8 to 11 members representing a diversity of interests, which are appointed for

a three year term
! A significant effort was put into creating the Audit process
! The Audit is very process oriented and thourough/complicated
! Audit reports are in general very well respected
Audit Process
! Choose nine(9) audits of license including small businesses by lottery, with a

minimum of one license per region + 1
! The lottery is computer drawn, but also governed by quotas
! TFL 44 was drawn in 1999
! The FPB have different scope’s of audits, certain licenses have a more limited

scope, eg. Road construction, silviculture, etc.
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! Other licenses have a full scope audit which encompasses everything which
falls within the Forest Practices Code

! The FPB hires consultants to organize and produce the audit
! The lead auditor authors the report which is forwarded to a sub-committee of

the FPB, at which point, it may be passed to the board for recommendations if
deemed appropriate

TFL 44
! In 1999 stakeholders where informed of the upcoming audit
! The audit period would encompass the period between July 15, 1998 through

Aug 30, 1999
! When the auditors arrived they found that this TFL (44) would be a very

complex audit eg. TFL 44 had nine (9) Forest Development Plans, and that the
complexity of the audit had been underestimated

! The auditors had hoped to complete the field portion of the audit in three (3)
weeks with a team of at least ten (10) auditors. In the end it took a full year to
complete (non-continuous) July 1999 – July 2000

Results of the Audit
! From the audit developed four (4) findings of non-compliance
! These are on the FPB website

1) Wind-Throw Management
! The issue was about failure to meet deadlines for pruning treatments
Mitigation
! Created a list of blocks without pruning
! Pruning treatments were prescribed
! This issue is closed with the exception of three (3) blocks
! Feedback from a specialist is aiding in the development of an overall

Wind-Throw strategy; including, training of planning crew re: wind-throw
management, as well as testing other means of pruning

2) Bridge Maintenance Program
! Bridge inspection program was not providing necessary information
Mitigation
! Major restructuring of the unit
! Created an infrastructure group which leads inspections and maintenance
! This closed a lot of the gaps in the process
! Bridge deficiencies have been dealt with to date
3) Road Construction
! Roads where not meeting exactly the regulations found in the road

construction plan eg, pullback, armoring,  etc.
! Road designs were not standard with 5 or 6 observations encompassing

stretches of roadway to a 20m maximum
Mitigation
! Corrected current problems
! Brought in a documented road inspection program
! Communication of road plans is now a documented process
4) Culvert Construction
! Building wooden culverts which didn’t meet the requirements of the FPC
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! Very limited in scope
! Not enough geofabric, limited armoring, lashing, etc.
Mitigation
! System of road construction changed
! Major training exercise was conducted
! Standards of construction where clarified

Questions
! A question was raised as to any major safety issues
! Michelle DuBelfrie suggested that the bridge issue would be closest
! Clarification was sought to if the Forest Practices Board was truly

independent of the Ministry of Forests
! Michelle DuBelfrie replied that yes the Board is independent, as that its

funding comes directly from the provincial treasury
! Steve commented the it is the policy of the CSA to provide a copy of the

report to the public
In Conclusion, the FPB made two recommendations. That Weyerhaeuser is to
implement all mitigation, and that the Forest Service is to inspect. This has been
done.

Thanks to Michelle DuBelfrie for the presentation

8.   Action Plan and Priorities Review
! Priority issues linked to the action plan
Loose ends
-VILUP -AAC
-Take information to recreation sector and possibly to the social sector
-Membership (Tonight)
-Connectivity and Fragmentation – should the group come back in June?
-FPC guidelines > should the SFM plan meet or exceed the FPC
-What is the groups job/process? – What is the timeline for review of the plan?
-Indicators? -goals and objectives?
! Weyerhaeuser has performed a monitoring of the plan as of April 2001 and

this data set is available in draft
! Steve – SFM plan needs to be reviewed by the group under the standards;

however, the group may not have to review the plan until after the new data
set is released next Spring

! Although the plan is only 6 months old, it doesn’t make sense to wait 1.5
years before updating it either

! Do we want to engage in a review of the SFM plan now or wait 1.5 years into
this first plan?

! It was suggested that the SFM plan should be simplified in order to make it
clearer

! Suggestion that Weyerhaeuser should be able to explain variances in review
! Suggestion that goals, indicators and objectives need to be revisited in order

for then to provide better information
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! Next Meeting Dennis will create a spreadsheet of goals, objectives  and
indicators and the results from the first monitoring.

! Suggestion that having Robert Prescott Allen at a meeting would help
! Indicated that there have been two training sessions set-up which Robert

will lead, if they are found useful will try and bring him back to the group
! Bob Redhead has the contact for a Pamela in Gabriola who has extensive

experience dealing with certification in the United States
! Neil Malbon has website URL for further information on U.S. indicators
! Group needs time before revisions in order to get better information

themselves
! Indicated that a re-occurring theme is that the group does not feel qualified

to create indicators, this issue of the role of the group in revisions should
be flagged for future discussion.

! Suggestion that the group should perhaps focus more on goals, values and
objectives, and let Weyerhaeuser determine the indicators

Break  8:20

8.   Action Plan and Priorities c’ont
! Proposed Process

                   1)   Process and review recommendations of sub-committee
2) Review Data set against goals and objectives
3) Identify areas of concern
4) Prioritize those areas for improvement by ________?
5) Included: -our priority issues  

-get recommendations from sub-committee and rec. sector
6)  We also need time for presentations, our own training and consultations

built into the process
! Steve indicated that he had spoken to Hamish Kimmins, and that he will do a

presentation in August or September – The group will wait before inviting
Hamish

! The group agreed to the above process

! Did the group want to form a group/consult the social sector
! Michelle will look at this area
! There where no objections from the group

!  When should the group have a revised SFM plan?
! Steve suggested December 31/01
! Michelle suggested that the group takes recommendations from the sub-

committee and make changes, then start with a review of the data set
! Next Meeting the sub-committee could bring recommendations

! Steve questioned whether the group had come to a resolution surrounding
AAC

! Suggestion to schedule connectivity, fragmentation and AAC discussions for
next meeting, and have the sub-committee recommendations in July
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9.  CSA Auditors Presentation
! The auditors are here at the six-month point to test the waters and ensure that

the process is still working regarding  the SFM plan and the Public Advisory
group

! The meetings are a good indicator that the process is moving
! Will be back in the Fall for scheduled surveillance
! Will be back in October for more interviews
! Indicated that the Advisory Group must be involved in every stage of the

process, the question is the scope of involvement
Thanks to Gregor and Spiros

10.  Dennis Fitzgerald: FSC Presentation
! The FSC (Forest Stewardship Council)’s draft standards will be released next

week
! Have been in development for 18 months
! There has been good input from the environment and First Nations sectors
! Virtually no input from local communities
! The draft will be put out for public comment and review around September
! Dennis encourages this groups input on the draft standards
Process by which the standard gets approved:

FSC AC (International)
^

FSC Canada
^

Public Consultation <->FSC BC Steering Committee
            8 Elected Members – 2 from each Chamber

           ^
  FSC Standards Team

          8 Members Appointed by SC – 2 For each Chamber
    Reduced to 4 for period of draft consultation and review

! For the draft to pass 75% of steering committee, with at least one member
from each chamber voting aye

! It is believed that FSC Canada will rubberstamp the draft
! FSC International will either pass the draft or, kick it back to the Steering

committee for revisions
! Will do a field test of the FSC draft (practice audit to test standards)
! The draft is 58 pages with 384 indicators, 29 pages of detailed annexes and

113 pages of glossary text
! 70% of indicators in the BC draft do not appear in any other FSC standards
! There was a question as to the cost of the standards in application
! Response was that Weyerhaeuser is actively pursuing a standard which is

economically viable
! The Minutes of the March 8/01 Meeting were approved
Thanks to Dennis Fitzgerald
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11.   Rick Avis: Recreation Report
! Handout seeks to summarize all of the outdoor recreational use in the valley
! Contains: Location, Condition, Recommendation, Amount of Use, Features

Accessed and Comments
! Indicated that there was not very much input from the South Island, and little

from the North Island
! Access groups indicated that they liked the process
! Indicated that there was little access to parks
! Some deactivated roads could be revamped eg. Labour Day Lake, Mt. Klitsa

area and Mt. Arrowsmith in particular
! Indicated that it would be nice to have better monitoring, mechanized travel

especially needs to be examined
! There was a need expressed for better indicators regarding roads and access

! Comment: what is prescribed or legislated for what access levels will be
retained – Indicated that this is a Provincial issue

! Could inventory of roads be attached to the SFM plan
! Could we lobby the MoF for access
! Is it Weyerhaeuser’s responsibility for continued maintenance
! The issue of non-status roads needs to be resolved
! Watershed concerns could be an issue in some area
! If this is a Provincial issue then the organization of BC Municipalities may

be an avenue of approach for lobbying
! Look at other impacts eg. Habitat Fragmentation
! Need to determine a qualitative measuring system

! Suggestion that the decision of groups responsibility can  be made later
! No Objections

Handouts:
! Appendix #2 “Defined Forest Area Data Set”
! “Summary of Progress towards the SFM plan & Priorities of WIWAG
! “Indicators of Sustainability”
! “Draft Recreation Access Inventory”

12) Next Meeting
June 21st (Thursday) Location: Regional District Boardroom
July  12th (Thursday)      3008 Fifth Ave.

     Port Alberni
Time:       6:00pm dinner

     6:30pm meeting
Pending Room Availability
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Actions From the May 17th WIWAG Meeting

Action: Completion Date Person Responsible
1. Prepare Spreadsheet Next Meeting Dennis
2. Prepare Presentation re: Social

Sector
Pending Michelle

3. Connect with Website ASAP Michelle
4. Talk to Tourism Next Meting Michelle
5. RSVP Neil Malbon  re: woods tour ASAP All Interested


